A language-independent method of figure-ofspeech extraction is proposed in order to reinforce rhetoric-oriented considerations in natural language processing studies. The method is based upon a translation of a canonical form of repetition-based figures of speech into the language of PERL-compatible regular expressions. Anadiplosis, anaphora, antimetabole figures were translated into the form exploiting the backreference properties of PERL-compatible regular expression while epiphora was translated into a formula exploiting recursive properties of this very concise artificial language. These four figures alone matched more than 7000 strings when applied on dramatic and poetic corpora written in English, French, German and Latin. Possible usages varying from stylometric evaluation of translation quality of poetic works to more complex problem of semi-supervised figure of speech induction are briefly discussed.
Introduction
During middle ages and before, the discipline of rhetoric composed -along with grammar and logic -a basic component of so-called trivium. Being considered by Platon as the "one single art that governs all speaking" (Plato, trans. 1986 ) in order to be subsequently defined by Aristotle as "the faculty of observing in any given case the available means of persuasion" (Aristotle, trans. 1954) , the basic postulates of rhetoric are still kept alive by those being active in domains as diverse as politics, law, poetry, literary theory (Dubois, 1970) or humanities in general (Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1969) When it comes to more "exact" scientific disciplines like that of informatics or linguistics , rhetoric seems to be somewhat ignoreddefinitely more than its "grammar" and "logic" trivium counterparts.
While contemporary rhetoric disposes with a strong theoretical background -whether in the form of the Rhetorical Structure Theory (Taboada, Mann, & Back, 2006) , "computational rhetoric" (Grasso, 2002) or computational models of natural argument (Crosswhite & Fox, 2003) ; a more practically-oriented engineer has to nonetheless agree with the statement that "the ancient study of persuasion remain understudied and underrepresented in current Natural Language systems" (Harris & DiMarco, 2009 ) . The aim of this article is to reduce this "under-representation" gap and in a certain sense augment the momentum of the computational rhetoric not by proposing a complex model of argumentation, but by proposing a simple yet efficient and language-independent method for extraction of certain rhetoric figures (RF) from textual corpora.
RFs, also called "figures of speech", are one of the basic means of persuasion which an orator has to his disposition. Traditionally, they are divided into two categories : tropes -related to deeper, i.e. semantic features of the phrasal constituents under consideration; and schemesrelated to layers closer to actual material expression of the proposition, i.e. to the morphology, phonology or prosody of the generated utterance.
The method proposed within this article shall deal only with reduced subset of the latterthat is, with detection of rhetoric schemes anadiplosis, anaphora, antimetabole and epiphora which are based on a repetition or reordering of a given word, phrase or morpheme across multiple subsequent clauses. While such a stylometric approach was currently implemented with encouraging results by (Gawryjolek, 2009 ), his system is operational only when combined with probabilistic context-free grammar parser adapted to English language, and hence dysfunctional when applied upon languages for which such a parser does not exist.
In the following paragraphs of this article we shall present a system of rhetoric figure extraction which tends to be languageindependent, i.e. applicable upon a textual corpus written in any language. Ideally, no antecedent knowledge about the grammar of a language is necessary for successful extraction by means of our method, the 1) prescriptive form of the figure-to-be-extracted and 2) the symbol representing phrase and/or clause boundaries is the only information necessary.
More concretely, our proposal is based on a fairly simple translation of a canonical form of a rhetoric figure under question into a computer language, namely into the language of PERL-compatible regular expressions (PCREs). PCREs are, in their essence, simply strings of characters which describe the sets of other strings of characters, i.e. they are a matching form, a template, for many concrete character strings. As many other regular expressions engines, PCREs make this possible by reserving special symbols -"the metacharacters" -for quantifiers and classes. But in addition to these features common to many finite state automata, PCREs offer much more (Wall & Loukides, 2000) . These are the reasons why we consider the PCREs to be appealing candidates for a translation of rhetorical figures into a computerreadable symbolic form:
• by implementing "back references" (Friedl, 2006) , PCREs make it possible to refer to that which was already matched, hence allowing to construct automata able to match repetitive forms • by implementing (from PERL version 5.10 on) "recursive matching", PCREs make it possible to match very complex patterns without a need to have recourse to other means, external to PCREs • since the language of PCREs is very concise, the resulting PCRE describing a rhetorical figure under question is usually a string of few dozens of characters which could be eventually constructed not by means of human intervention, as was the case in this article, but by means of unsupervised genetic programming (Koza, 1992) Table 1 .
Since the goal of this article is primarily didactic, i.e. we shall start this exposé with very simple anadiplosis involving just one backreference, and end up our proposal with somewhat more complex recursive PCRE matching epiphorae containing arbitrary number of constituents.
Anadiplosis
Anadiplosis occurs when a clause or phrase starts with the word or phrase that ended the preceding unit. It is formalized by RFRF as : 
/((\w{3,})[.?!,] \2)/sig
The repetition-matching faculty is assured by a backreference to an initial n-gram composed of at least three word characters. Therefore, this PCRE makes it possible to match utterances like the one in Cicero's This is the simplest possible anadiplosis figure since it matches only string with two occurences of a repeated word. Therefore we label this figure as anadiplosis{2}.
Anaphora
Anaphora is a rhetoric figure based upon a repetition of a word or a sequence of words at the beginnings of neighboring clauses.
It is formalized by RFRF as : Differently from previous examples when there was only one element matched and back-referenced, three elements -A, B, C-are determined in initial phases of matching this chiasmatic antimetabole. Subsequently, the order of A & C is switched while B is considered to be identic intervening material intervening between A and C and C and A. Since possible occurrence of other material intervening between ABC and CBA (i.e. ABCxCBA) is also taken into account, this PCRF has successfully matched expressions like:
Alle wie einer, einer wie alle. In contrast with anaphora{2,3} figure presented in 2.1.2, the epiphora figure hereby proposed exploits the "recursive matching" properties of latest versions of PCRE (Perl 5.10+) engines. In other words, the expression (?:\2|(?-1)) match any number of subsequent phrases or clauses which end with Wx and not just three, as was the case in case of epiphora. Hence, a quadruple epiphora : Je te dis toujou la même chose, parce que c'est toujou la même chose, et si ce n'était pas toujours la même chose, je ne te dirais pas toujou la même chose.
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was detected by this recursive PCRF when it was applied upon corpus of Molière's works.
Since the recursive matching allows us to create a sort of "greedy" epiphora, we propose to label it as epiphora{2,} in possible future taxonomy of PCRFs.
Corpora
In order to demonstrate the languageindependence of the rhetoric stylometry method hereby proposed, we confronted the matching faculties of initial "PERL Compatible Rhetoric Figures" (PCRF) with the corpora written in diverse languages.
More precisely, we have performed the rhetoric stylometry analysis of 4 corpora written by poets and orators who are often considered as exemplary cases of mastering their respective languages.
For English language, complete works of William Shakespeare had been downloaded from project Gutenberg (Hart, 2000) . The same site served us as the source of 40 works of Johann Wolfgang Goethe written in German language. When it comes to original works of Jean-Baptiste Molière, 39 of them where recursively downloaded from French site toutmoliere.net. Finally, the basic Latin manual of rhetoric, Cicero's "De Oratore" was extracted from the corpus of Perseus Project (Crane, 1998 ) in order to demonstrate that PCRF-based approach can yield interesting results when applied even upon corpora written in antique languages.
Corpora from Project Gutenberg was downloaded as pure utf8-encoded text. No filtering of data was performed in order to analyze the data in their rawest possible form. The only exception was the stripping away of possible HTML tags by means of standard HTML::Strip filter.
Before the matching, the totality of the corpus was split into fragments whenever frontier \n[^\w+] (i.e. new-line followed by at least one non-word character) was detected. Shakespeare's corpus were splitted into 109492 fragments, Goethe's into 46597 fragments ,
"I always tell you the same thing because it is always the same thing and if it wasn't always the same thing I would not have been telling you the same thing."
Cicero's into 970 fragments while works of Moliere yielded 6639 fragments.
Results
In total, more than 7000 strings were matched by 3 PCRFs within 4 corpora containing in 17 Megabytes of text splitted into more than 163040 textual fragments. As is indicated in Table 2 , the instances of anadiplosis, anaphora, antimetabole and epiphora were found in all 4 corpora involved in this study, the only exception being the absence of antimetabole in Cicero. In general, anaphora{2,3} seems to be the most frequent one: number of cases when this PCRFs succeeded to match highly surmounts the other two figures especially in case of Romance language authors -i.e. almost every sixth fragment from Moliere and every fourth from Cicero was matched by anaphore{2,3}.
The only exception to this "dominance of anaphora" seems to be Shakespeare whose complete works yielded exactly the same frequency of epiphora and anaphora occurences. As is indicated in Table 3 , computational demands of PCRF-based are not high in case of anaphora{2,3}. On the contrary, the recursive epiphora{2,} is much more demanding. As the recursive structure of this PCRF indicates, the speed of matching process is growing nonpolynomially with the length of the textual fragment upon which the PCRF is applied and therefore the choice of correct fragment separator token (c.f. 2.2) seems to be of utmost importance.
Discussion
We propose a language-independent parse-free method of extracting instances of rhetoric figures from natural language corpora by means of PERL-compatible regular expressions. The fact that PCREs implement features like back-references or recursive matching make them good candidates for the detection & extraction of rhetoric figures which cannot be matched by simpler finite state automata or context-free languages.
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of such an approach, we have therefore "translated" the canonical definitions of anadiplosis, anaphora and epiphora into four PERLcompatible rhetoric figures -namely anadiplosis{2}, anaphora{2,3}, epiphora{2,} and antimetabole{abcXbca} -and applied them upon Latin, English, French and German corpora. All four PCRFs successfully matched some strings in at least three of four corpora, indicating that repetition-based rhetoric figures can possibly belong to the set of linguistic universalia (Greenberg, 1957) . Anaphora{2,3} surpassed in frequency of occurrences all the other figures, the only exception being Shakespeare in whose case the number of matched epiphorae was equal to the number of matched anaphorae.
We do not pretend that PCRFs presented hereby are the most adequate translations of traditional anadiplosis, anaphora, antimetabole or epiphora into an artificial language. Since PCREs can contain quantifiers and classes, it is evident that for any set of strings -which is one our case the set F of all the occurences of a given figure within its respective corpus -more than one possible regexp could be constructed in order to match all members of the set F. Therefore it may be the case that PCRFs that we have proposed in this "proof of concept" article are not the most specific ones nor the fastest ones.
When it comes to specificity, it may be stated that the closer look upon the extracted data indicates that PCRFs proposed hereby have proposed some "false positives", i.e. have matched strings which are not rhetorical figures (for example an expression "FIRST LORD. O my sweet lord" was matched by epiphora{2,} when applied upon Shakespeare's corpus, but is definitely not a rhetoric figure since the substring in capital letters simply denotes the name of dramatic persona pronouncing the following statement and not the clause of the statement itself).
When it comes to speed, it is established that PCREs with unbounded number of backreference are NP-complete (Aho, 1991) and verily this may be the reason of very high runtimes of a recursive epiphora{2,} in contrast to its non-recursive PCRF counterparts. From practical point of view it seems therefore more suitable -especially in case of analysis of huge corpora -to stick to non-recursive PCRFs. The other possible solution how to speed up the parsing -and in certain cases even to prevent the machine to fell into "infinite recursion loop" is the tuning of the "splitting parameter" so that the corpus is split in fragments of such a size that the NP-complexity of the matching PCRE shall not have observable implications upon a real run-time of a rhetoric figure detection process.
There are at least three different ways how PCRFs could be possibly useful. Firstly, since PCRFs are very fast and languageindependent, they can allow the scholars to extract huge number of instances of rhetoric figures from diverse corpora in order to create an exhaustive compendium of rhetoric figures. For example, the corpus of >7000 strings which were extracted from corpora mentioned in this article (downloadable from http://www.lutin-userlab.fr/ rhetoric/) could be easily put to use not only by teachers of language or rhetoric, but possibly also by those who aim to develop a semisupervised system of rhetoric figure induction (c.f. last paragraph). Manual annotation of such a compendium and subsequent tentatives of such a figure of speech induction shall be presented in our forecoming article.
Secondly, the extracted information concerning the quantities of various PCRFs within different corpora could serve as an input element (i.e. a feature) for classifiying or clustering algorithms. PCRFs could therefore facilitate such stylometric tasks like authorship attribution, author name disambiguation or maybe even plagiate detection.
Thirdly, due to their language independence, PCRFs presented hereby can be thought of as a means for evaluation of differences between two different languages, or two different states of the same language. One can for example apply the PCRFs upon two different translations T1 and T2 and see that the distribution of PCRFs within T2 is more similar to the distribution of PCRFs in the original than the distribution in T2. Therefore, one could possibly state that from rhetoric, stylistic or even poetic standpoint, T1 is more adequate translation of the original text than T2. On the other hand, when we speak about comparing two different states of the same language , we propose to perform PCRF-based analysis not only upon a corpus representing the l'état de l'art state of the language -like that of a Shakespeare, for example -but also to compare such a state with more initial states of the language development, as is represented by CHILDES (MacWhinney & Snow, 1985) corpus.
Finally, by considering PCRFs to be a method which could possibly be used as a tool of analysis of the development of language faculties in a human baby, we come closer to its third and somewhat "cognitive" implementation. This implementation -which is the subject of our current research -is based upon a belief that it is not unreasonable to imagine that PCRFs could possibly be constructed not manually, but automatically by means of genetic programming paradigm (Koza, 1992) . Given the fact that PCRE-language is one of the most concise programming languages possibles and conceivables, and given the fact that the 1) speed of execution 2) the specifivity 3) the sensitivity could possibly serve as the input parameters of a function evaluating the fitness of a possible PCRF candidate, it is possible that the research initiated by our current proposal could result in a full-fledged and possibly non-supervised method of rhetoric figure induction. In such a way could our PCRFs possibly become something little bit more than just another tool for stylometric analysis of textual corpora -in such a way they could possibly help answering a somewhat more fundamental question: "What is the essence of figures of speech and how could they be represented within&by an artificial and/or organic symbol-manipulating agent?"
